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ABSTRACT Sickle hemoglobin polymerizes by two types of nucleation: homogeneous nucleation of aggregates in solution,
and heterogeneous nucleation on preexisting polymers. It has been proposed that the same contact that is made in the interior
of the polymer between the mutant site b6 and its receptor pocket on an adjacent molecule is the primary contact site for the
heterogeneous nucleus. We have constructed cross-linked hybrid molecules in which one b-subunit is from HbA with Glu at b6,
and the other is from HbS with a Val at b6. We measured solubility (using sedimentation) and polymerization kinetics (using
laser photolysis) on cross-linked hybrids, and cross-linked HbS as controls. We find ;4000 times less heterogeneous nucle-
ation in the cross-linked AS molecules than in cross-linked HbS, in strong confirmation of the proposal. In addition, changes in
stability of the nucleus support a further proposal that more than one b6 contact is involved in the homogeneous nucleus.

INTRODUCTION

Sickle hemoglobin is a genetic mutation of the oxygen-

carrying tetramer, hemoglobin A (HbA). HbA consists of

two a- and two b-chains, and in HbS the sixth position of

each b-chain has a hydrophobic Val in place of the charged

Glu. The structural consequence of this mutation is that when

HbS loses oxygen, it can form long, rigid, 14-stranded poly-

mers. As shown in Fig. 1, the polymers are composed of

seven double-strands, and the molecules in each double-

strand lie in half-staggered registry with one another (1).

Within the diagonal contact region, one of the b6 mutation

sites forms a contact with a receptor region on a diagonally

adjacent molecule. This contact region is known as a lateral

contact and the less specific contact region directly along the

double-strand axis is known as the axial contact region.

The polymerization of deoxygenated sickle hemoglobin is

an unusual reaction, displaying both an extraordinary con-

centration dependence (equivalent to a reaction of 30–50th

order) and exponential growth over the first 10–20% of the

reaction (2). These features directly contribute to the path-

ophysiology of the disease, which fundamentally arises from

the difficulty of deforming polymer-containing erythrocytes

to permit their transit through the narrow capillaries in the

circulation. It is in these capillaries where oxygen exchange

primarily (though not exclusively) occurs and where

polymerization will be most catastrophic. Because of the

sharpness of the exponential timecourse, very few polymers

form for a period of time (called a delay time) sufficient for

most cells to escape the narrow vessels in which they would

become trapped once enough hemoglobin has polymerized

(3). The high concentration-dependence, however, gives the

reaction a strong sensitivity to conditions, and thus small

changes can significantly displace the delay time so that cells

no longer escape. In short, this extraordinary reaction is an

integral aspect of the disease.

This reaction is the consequence of a double nucleation

mechanism, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (4,5). In this mechanism,

the overall reaction is initially bottle-necked by the need to

form a nucleus. The nucleus is assumed to have no special

structure, but is simply a piece of the polymer. It rate-limits

the reaction because it is the species of lowest concentration,

and thus by definition, the least stable species along the

reaction pathway. Once this nucleus forms, the reaction is

subsequently downhill, and each nucleus forms a very long

polymer. The surface of such polymers can also act to

catalyze further nucleation, called heterogeneous nucleation.

Nuclei that form on the surface of a polymer act like homo-

geneous nuclei in being able to generate polymers of their

own. These polymers are indistinguishable from the original

polymers and therefore can, themselves, assist more hetero-

geneous nucleation and more polymerization, so that the

exponential growth of polymerized hemoglobin is readily

explained. The concentration-dependence arises from the

need to create nuclei by the spontaneous coalescence of many

monomers, and is further enhanced by significant crowding

(or solution nonideality) (6). Double nucleation was pro-

posed in 1980 as a way to account for a variety of physico-

chemical kinetic experiments (4), and directly observed in

1990 (5).

No specific molecular model for heterogeneous nucleation

was put forth until 1996, when Mirchev and Ferrone (7)

proposed that the same contact partners seen in the double-

strand, i.e., the b6 Val donor and the corresponding acceptor
regions, were the critical elements of the heterogeneous pro-

cess. This proposal was based on the observation that four of

the 14 strands had donor or acceptor regions exterior to the

polymer, and that docking of the donor and acceptor
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appeared possible. For a hemoglobin molecule on the

polymer surface, both b6 Val groups would be engaged in

contacts: one within the polymer and another as a nucleation

attachment site. This suggested a straightforward way to test

this proposal: hybrid molecules composed of one bA and one

bS subunit should frustrate heterogeneous nucleation.

Because Hb tetramers can exchange subunits, this experi-

ment requires one more ingredient. It has been shown that it

is possible to cross-link sickle hemoglobin and yet permit its

polymerization while thwarting subunit exchange (8,9). If

subunit exchange is thus prevented so that no molecules are

formed having both b6 Val groups, the experiment should

directly show the suppression of heterogeneous nucleation.

If heterogeneous nucleation still occurs, another site must be

involved. This idea is the core concept of this work.

The foregoing analysis is somewhat oversimplified,

however. If some hemoglobin hybrids assume the ‘‘wrong’’

position in the polymer, so that their b6 Glu site is internal

and the b6val site external, heterogeneous nucleation could

still proceed. Although this is unlikely because of the

energetic penalty associated with trying to place a charged

group into a hydrophobic region, it is not impossible. With

so many heterogeneous nuclei forming in the usual case, it

remains completely plausible that, although suppressed, the

amount of heterogeneous nucleation remains readily observ-

able. Moreover, nucleation in general may be suppressed in

these hybrids. All nuclei will be less stable if only for the

reason that hybrids no longer have two equivalent, favorable

ways to dock in the polymer. These considerations make this

experiment, so simple in concept, one inwhich a detailed quan-

titative analysis is essential.

Consequently, the best way to understand this experiment

is by recourse to the model developed for nucleation in sickle

hemoglobin (10). This in no way biases the outcome, since

the model has never made specific assumptions about the

nature of the contact sites that generate heterogeneous

nucleation. Thus, the comparison can be executed with

confidence, since both nucleation processes have been mod-

eled very successfully and can be measured directly. In this

article, then, we have analyzed the nucleation of cross-linked

HbAS hybrids. To provide the framework we recapitulate

a number of results of the theory. In the analysis, we find

that a strong suppression of heterogeneous nucleation has

occurred, and thus we find very strong evidence for the

proposal of Mirchev and Ferrone (7) that the same contact

site is involved in heterogeneous nucleation as in the poly-

mer. Moreover, homogeneous nucleation is also affected

by the use of hybrids, providing strong evidence that both

b6 sites are present for at least some molecules within the

nucleus.

METHODS

Sickle hemoglobin and hemoglobin A were prepared by column chro-

matography using standard procedures. Cross-linked HbAS was prepared as

follows. Oxyhemoglobin A and S were mixed in 0.2 M bis tris buffer,

FIGURE 2 Double-nucleation model of Ferrone

et al. (10). In homogeneous nucleation, a nucleus forms

from solution, whereas in heterogeneous nucleation,

a nucleus forms on the surface of another polymer.

Nuclei are always unfavorable, so that the equilibrium

arrows point more strongly away from nuclei than

toward them.

FIGURE 1 The structure of sickle fibers. On the left

is the sickle hemoglobin polymer. Seven double-strands

arewrapped together, thereby forming a fiber of varying

width. A helical section is shown, in which lateral

contacts between fibers are indicated by small dots. The

b6 sites are located at the lateral contacts. Thewhite dots

are the lateral contacts known from the double-strands;

the black dots are proposed based onmodel building and

thermodynamic measurements (21). The linear double-

strands determined by crystallography are shown on the

right. (22) In the picture shown, a spherical core has

been cut from each Hbmolecule to highlight the contact

regions.On one endmolecule, the excised core is shown

as a solid sphere. The b6 Val is in the lateral contacts,

again highlighted by open dots.
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pH 7.2, and the mixture then converted to deoxyhemoglobin by a stream

of humidified nitrogen for 1–2 h at 25�C in the presence of inositol

hexaphosphate in 10-fold molar excess over hemoglobin. Cross-linking was

performed using Bis(3,5-dibromosalicyl) fumarate (DBBF) according to the

procedure of Chatterjee et al. (11) A solution of DBBF at a ratio of 1.5 molar

excess over Hb was added under anaerobic conditions. The cross-linking

reaction was carried out for 2 h at 37�C. At the end of the reaction, glycine

was added to a final concentration of 1 M to consume any remaining amount

of the reagent. The reaction mixture was then saturated with CO and passed

through Sephadex G-25 (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) to re-

move DBBF and IHP. The mixture was then purified by gel filtration on

Sephadex G-100 (superfine) in 1 M MgCl2 1 0.1% Tris, pH 7.0 to separate

the un-cross-linked dimers from the cross-linked tetramer fractions (12).

Finally, the different cross-linked fractions were separated by use of ion

exchange chromatography on a High Q (Biorad, Hercules, CA) column in

25 mM Tris/bis tris pH 8.0. Final purity was checked by polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis. Samples were exchanged into 0.15 M phosphate buffer

(pH 7.35) on PD-10 columns, and then concentrated by Centricon or Micro-

con concentrators (Millipore, Billerica, MA).

Solubility measurements were made using centrifugation as described

elsewhere (13) after deoxygenation by 50 mM dithionite.

Sample concentrations for kinetic measurements were determined by

diluting the concentrated hemoglobin using micropipettes with 1% accuracy

and measuring the Soret absorption spectrum of the dilute sample in a 1-cm-

pathlength cuvette. Concentration determinations were repeated three or

more times to further improve precision. Kinetic studies were performed on

thin slides of COHb which had 50 mM sodium dithionite added to reduce

any methemoglobin and scavenged oxygen.

Experiments on the kinetics of polymer formation were performed using

laser photolysis of COHb, with parallel data collection (14). Photolysis was

achieved by introducing the 488-nm line of a CW-argon ion laser into the

optical train of a horizontal microspectrophotometer. Detection was by

CCD. The laser beam was focused on the sample by a Leitz 103 LWD

strain-free objective (Wetzlar, Germany), and collected by an equivalent

objective. Photolysis was confirmed as complete by observing the change in

optical density. Photolyzed volume was determined by measuring the size of

the photolysis spots and deducing sample thickness from absorption and

previously determined concentration. Polymerization was observed by

detection of the scattered photolysis light. The direct beam was blocked by

a spot at a point conjugate to the back aperture of the objective and scatter-

ing proceeded around the spot. To collect data on many different regions

simultaneously, the laser was passed through a mesh that was subsequently

imaged at the position of the field diaphragm. This created an array of

photolyzed spots at the sample of which 60–200 were observed and

analyzed. To repeat the experiment the sample was moved by micrometer

stage so that there was no question of the full recovery of the photolyzed

region. This allowed rapid collection of large numbers of progress curves in a

short time, which insured sample stability. Temperature was regulated by

a thermoelectric stage.

Homogeneous nucleation rates were obtained by analysis of the dis-

tribution of the initiation of light scattering for the different curves, using

Szabo’s equation (15), i.e.,

TðtÞ ¼ Bn
z=B

Gðz=BÞð1� e
�BtÞne�z t

; (1)

where G is a gamma function. The parameter n is related to the threshold

number of monomers required for detection, and is 2u (co�cs)NoVB/J (F.A.

Ferrone, unpublished), in which No is Avogadro’s number, and J is the net
rate of polymer elongation. The values co and cs are initial concentration and

solubility of the hemoglobin solution, respectively. The value u is a threshold

parameter, which is taken as 1/10 for measurements of 10th-time. The value

n lies in the range 103–106. T(t) is small for small t, and once t . 1/B, the
distribution becomes a decaying exponential, whose decay constant is z, the

rate of homogeneous nucleation. The rate constant for homogeneous

nucleation, fo, is related to z by including Avogadro’s number and the

volume in the relationship z ¼ fo NoV.

The curves were analyzed to yield an exponential growth rate, denoted B.

The constant B is dominated by heterogeneous nucleation, although small

terms in the expression for B arise from the concentration of homogeneous

nucleation as well. Specifically,

B2 ¼ Joðgo � dfo=dcÞ; (2)

in which Jo is the net rate of polymer growth, fo the rate of homogeneous

nucleation, and go the rate of heterogeneous nucleation (10).

THEORY

Equilibrium

The solubility can be expressed by equating the chemical

potential of monomers in solution with that of monomers

incorporated into polymers, as

RT ln gScS ¼ �RT ln21mPC 1mPV � mRT; (3)

in which mPC and mPV are, respectively, the chemical

potential for contacts and vibration of the center of mass of

a molecule in the polymer, and mRT is the chemical potential

of rotations and translations of a molecule in solution. R is

the gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. The ln 2

term arises from the fact that there are two b6 Val that can

dock in a receptor site. This could be considered as an

entropic contribution to stability in the polymer. Equiva-

lently, one could consider the equilibrium that of b6 Val with
receptors, in which case each HbS molecule having two b6
sites makes the net concentration of b6 Val twice that of

HbS. For the hybrids, Eq. 3 becomes

kT ln g
h

sc
h

s ¼ m
h

PC 1m
h

PV � mRT 1 kT ln f
1
p ; (4)

where the superscript h designates quantities for the hybrid

molecule. Hybrid molecules have only a single b6 Val and

so have no ln 2. The value f1p is the fraction of molecules in

the polymer that are correctly docked, and from mixture data,

we expect f1p � 1, i.e., the number of incorrect dockings is

small. Then, with f�p being the fraction incorrectly docked,

kT ln g
h

s c
h

s ¼ m
h

PC 1m
h

PV � mRT 1 kT ln ð1� f
�
p Þ

¼ m
h

PC 1m
h

PV � mRT � kT f
�
p : (5)

Kinetic equations

There are two principal equations that describe polymer

formation. The concentration of monomers incorporated into

polymers is denoted D (defined as c – co) and is given by

dD

dt
¼ Jcp; (6)

where cp is the concentration of polymers, and J is the elon-
gation rate,

Heterogeneous Nucleation in HbS 2679
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J ¼ k1gc� k� ¼ k1 ðgc� gscsÞ: (7)

The concentration of polymers changes because of polymer

creation by homogeneous nucleation, the rate of which is

denoted by f or by heterogeneous nucleation, with a rate

given by the product gD. Since heterogeneous nucleation

requires the existence of polymers, the rate is proportional to

the mass of polymers, D. Hence,

dcp
dt

¼ f 1 gD: (8)

These nonlinear equations have been solved by linearization

and expansion for the initial growth phase, and thus the

quantities of interest are subscripted by zero to designate

the initial value of a quantity that will change during the

reaction.

Homogeneous nucleation

The homogeneous nucleation rate fo is the result of monomer

addition to a spontaneously formed nucleus. If nuclei of size

i* have concentration denoted by ci* and possess activity

coefficient gi*, then the nucleation rate is given by

fo ¼ k1

gocogi�ci�

g
z ; (9)

in which gz is the activity coefficient of the activated

complex (Hill (16); i.e., Eq. 2 and Eq. A2.1 of Ferrone et al.

(10)). The value k1 is the monomer addition rate, taken as

size-independent. The value ci* can be related to the contact

energy, mPC, and the chemical potential from vibrational

entropy mPV. For an aggregate of size i, the chemical po-

tential of the aggregate depends on the fraction of contact

sites in the infinite polymer that have been made, i.e., d(i).
The total contact energy for size i is given by

miC [ i dðiÞmPC � ði1 d1 ln i1 d2ÞmPC; (10)

in which d1 and d2 are determined from fitting the above

functional form of d(i) to the contacts determined from close-

packed spheres (17). The total chemical potential from vibra-

tions is (i � 1) mPV.

For concise notation the parameter j is introduced, which
contains mPC and other constants specified by the geometry

of the nucleation process. The value j is defined by

j ¼ �ð41 d1mPC=RTÞ: (11)

In fitting data, mPC is determined by varying j while the

geometrical parameters are unchanged. The homogeneous

nucleation rate fo is given by

fo ¼ qk1

gocogscs

g
z

ln S

j

� �j

e
1:12j

; (12)

where q contains only geometrically determined constants

(i.e., Ivanova et al. (18)), and S is the activity supersaturation
at the initial concentration co, defined as

S ¼ goco=gscs; (13)

in which cs is the solubility, and gs is the activity coefficient

at solubility. The value co is the concentration of deoxy-

hemoglobin S at the initiation of the polymerization. The

value go is the activity coefficient of the total hemoglobin

concentration at initiation. The nucleus size, i*, is only used

in the activity coefficient for the activated complex. The ex-

pression for the nucleus size is

i� ¼ j=ln S: (14)

Crowding effects appear in the activity coefficient for the

monomer, g, which depends on the total concentration of

hemoglobin and in gz, the activity coefficient for the ac-

tivated complex, an aggregate of size i* 1 1. This depends

on the nucleus size (i*) and the concentration of hemoglobin

c, but since i* is determined (Eq. 14) without added pa-

rameters or variables, gz is fully specified.

Heterogeneous nucleation

The rate of heterogeneous nucleation goD is proportional to

the concentration of monomers already present in polymers.

Analogous to Eq. 9,

goD ¼ k1gcg9j�c9j�

g9j�11

: (15)

Here the primes indicate the concentration and activity

coefficients of attached aggregates of size j*. The activity

coefficient of the attached aggregate includes the volume

excluded by the polymer to which the aggregate is attached.

The activity coefficient in the denominator is that of the

activated complex, an attached aggregate of size j* 1 1,

which again includes the polymer in the calculation. Since

the heterogeneous nucleus consists of an aggregate attached

to a polymer, the activated complex is no longer a spherical

object. The heterogeneous nucleus, an attached aggregate, is

writtenwith a prime to distinguish it from a free aggregate like

the homogeneous nucleus, which would merely differ in size.

The activity of an attached aggregate of size j* to poly-

mers is given by its equilibrium with the solution aggregates

and the polymer sites to which it attaches, i.e.,

g9j�c9j� ¼ K9j�gj�cj�gpfD; (16)

in which primes indicate attached aggregates, and unprimed

symbols indicate solution aggregates. The value K9j* is the

equilibrium constant for the attachment process, and D is the

concentration of monomers in polymers. The value f was

originally taken as simply designating the fraction of poly-

merized monomers that can accept an aggregate (however,

see below), and gp is the activity coefficient of the polymer

with no aggregate attached. Then Eq. 16 becomes

goD ¼ k1gcK9j�gj�cj�gpfD

g9j�11

¼ k1gcgj�cj�K9j�fGD; (17)
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in which G is here defined as gp/g9j*11, i.e., the activity

coefficient for a polymer with no aggregate attached divided

by the activity coefficient of a polymer with aggregate size

j*11 attached. The value G was once taken to be unity (10),

an assumption that has been shown to be untenable (18), and

an approximate expression has been derived (19), i.e.,

lnG ¼ �3j
�
2=3ðcppvÞ�2=3

vc

1� vc
� j

�
c

cpp

11 vc1 ðvcÞ2
ð1� vcÞ3

� �
; (18)

where cpp is the concentration of hemoglobin in the polymer

phase, and v is the specific volume of the monomer. The size

of the heterogeneous nucleus j* is computed in a thermody-

namic treatment similar to that used for the homogeneous

nucleus, but with the addition of an energy of attachment.

The additional terms that appear in the calculation of the

attachment can be traced to K9j*f in Eq. 17. In energetic

terms the added stability of the heterogeneous nucleus is

�RT ln K9j�f ¼�RT ln f1mCCs1j
�1mCCs2 ln j

�
; (19)

where mCC is the chemical potential per unit contact area

between polymers and thus is the energetic term causing

a heterogeneous nucleus to stick to the polymer. In contrast,

mPC is the energetic term describing the contact energy of

a monomer within the polymer. The surface area in contact

has linear and logarithmic contributions with coefficients s1

and s2. This is similar to the expansion of the contact energy

within the homogeneous nucleus in constant, linear, and log

terms (recall Eq. 10). Originally f was taken to specify the

fraction of surface molecules available. Physically it is im-

possible from kinetic measurements to distinguish between

a small number of sites (small f) and a larger number of sites

with weaker attachment energies.

From the above definitions, analogous to Eq. 12,

go ¼ k1gocofG
ln S1 j1

j2

� �j2

e
j2 ; (20a)

where

j1 ¼ �s1mCC=RT; (20b)

and

j2 ¼ j1 41s2mCC=RT: (20c)

S is the activity supersaturation as above. The value j is also
the same variable used in Eq. 11. In this notation, j* can be

written as

j� ¼ j2
ln S1 j1

: (21)

The heterogeneous nucleus size j* does not depend on f.

RESULTS

Solubility measurements were performed on cross-linked

HbS and AS, as well as HbS for reference. Three separate

preparations were used, and solubility measured two or more

times for each. HbS solubility was measured at 25�C to be

2.91 6 0.08 mM (tetramer). With the cross-link, the solu-

bility decreased to 2.75 6 0.03 mM (i.e., ;0.1 kcal/mol

more stable). The cross-linked hybrid, on the other hand,

had significantly higher solubility, i.e., 4.27 6 0.06 mM

(;2.5 kcal/mol less stable). All errors represent replication

uncertainty. From these solubility measurements, overall

stability DG can be determined as RT ln gscs, as listed in

Table 1.

When kinetics were measured, all hemoglobins showed

the same qualitative features, i.e., exponential growth of the

initial progress curves, and stochastic distributions of the

tenth times. Those distributions were used to deduce homo-

geneous nucleation rates. For the parameter B as well as

homogeneous nucleation rates, all hemoglobins showed high

concentration dependences. Fig. 3 shows homogeneous

nucleation rates for cross-linked SS and cross-linked AS

hemoglobins in a and b, respectively, as a function of initial

concentration. (In passing, we note that HbSxl rates are

similar to the HbS rates.) The difference in homogeneous

nucleation rates between Fig. 3 a for HbSxl and Fig. 3 b of

HbASxl is substantial. Fig. 4 shows the parameter B, domi-

nated by heterogeneous nucleation (Eq. 2) as a function of ini-

tial concentration for HbS, cross-linked HbSS, and HbAS.

Again, there is a significant change when one b6 is Glu

rather than Val.

The curves through the data show the theoretical fits. For

each sample, its respective solubility determined by sedi-

mentation was used as a fixed parameter in the fit. Ho-

mogeneous nucleation was fit by varying j, which in turn is

the result of varying the average attachment energy, mPC. We

found that j ¼ 14.6 and 11.0 for HbSxl and HbASxl,

respectively. At 25� this translates into mPC ¼ �8.5 kcal and

�6.9 kcal/mol, as shown in Table 1.

Overall stability DG is distinct from contact energy. The

overall stability is dictated by the combination of contact

energy mPC and a free energy due to motion of the monomers

around their equilibrium position in the polymer. This mo-

tional term arises from vibrational entropy and is domi-

nated by the number of normal modes that are excited, and

that in turn is proportional to the number of molecules in an

aggregate. It is not proportional to the number of contacts

and is thus experimentally distinct from the contact energy.

For example, in HbS, mPC is�7.6 kcal/mol, and mPV is much

larger, being �26.3 kcal/mol.

TABLE 1 Analysis of homogeneous nucleation energies

in kcal/mol

HbSxl HbASxl

mPC �8.5 6 0.1 �6.9 6 0.1

RT ln gscs 1.48 6 0.01 2.52 6 0.01

Orientation 0 0.4

mPV �25.5 �26.5

i* in range studied 5–9 4–7

Heterogeneous Nucleation in HbS 2681
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HbASxl is less stable than HbSxl by ;1 kcal/mol in DG.
In part, this is because an AS hybrid has one strongly

preferred orientation within the polymer. This preference is

made quantitative by an entropic term of size RT ln 2 ¼ 0.4

kcal/mol. Compared to HbSxl, the contact energy in HbASxl

contributes even less stability—by 1.6 kcal/mol. Remark-

ably, the vibrational chemical potential, despite its large size,

varies by no more than 1 kcal/mol, a mere 4%.

The changes in homogeneous nucleation rates are pro-

foundly affected by change in solubility, which in turn

affects supersaturation S. For example, at c ¼ 5.25 (log c ¼
0.72), supersaturation for HbSxl is 21.3 versus only 3.8 for

HbASxl. From Eq. 12, and the fact that j is in the range

12–14, it is clear that the change in ln S alone is enough

to account for greater than five orders of magnitude in the

homogeneous nucleation rate.

Next we turn to heterogeneous nucleation. A heteroge-

neous nucleus is thermodynamically equivalent to construct-

ing an aggregate in solution and then attaching it to a

polymer, and thus all the effects contributing to the stability

of homogeneous nuclei must also contribute to heteroge-

neous nuclei as well. In addition, there is the energy due to

the contact of the aggregate with another polymer. That

energy has four parts: it has a simple statistical part because

of the relative frequency of the contact sites, which is the

focus of the study here. Once a contact is made, the size-

dependence of the contact energy is taken to given rise to

three parts, i.e., constant, linear, and nonlinear size-dependent

terms.

When only f is allowed to vary, the results of the fit to B
are shown in Fig. 4 as the solid line. In a complete treatment,

the quantities mCCs1 and mCCs2 should also be varied since

these terms in the model alter the dependence on size.

However, the data set is not sufficiently large to obtain

convergence with all three parameters adjustable. Therefore,

we held either mCCs1 or mCCs2 fixed and varied the other

member of the pair. The results are shown in Table 2 and

drawn as the small dashed and dot-dashed lines in Fig. 4. The

fits are all quite similar, and in all cases, RT ln f drops

significantly, which is the central result of this work. The

long dashed line shows the expectation that there was no

change in f, but simply a change in solubility and homo-

geneous nucleation, as seen in Fig. 3.

Although again the change in solubility exerts a substantial

influence here, there is an offsetting influence due to the

change in heterogeneous nucleus size. As seen in Table 2,

FIGURE 3 Homogeneous nucleation rates, as a function

of initial concentration. (a) Data for HbSxl. (b) Data for

HbASxl. Note the different concentration ranges. Homo-

geneous nucleation is substantially slowed by the presence

of one b6 Glu, as seen in b. Solid lines show fits of the

double nucleation model to the data. In this case, there is

only one varied parameter, mPC, the polymer contact

energy.

FIGURE 4 Exponential growth parameter B as a func-

tion of initial concentration. As shown in Eq. 2, B is

dominated by the rate of heterogeneous nucleation, go.

Data is shown for the same samples observed in Fig. 3,

i.e., (a) HbSxl and (b) HbASxl. For the cross-linked

samples, the solid curve was obtained by only varying f,

whereas the small dashed and dot-dashed curves have

varied either mCCs2 or mCCs1 in addition to f. The long

dashed curve in c shows what would be expected for

HbASxl if there had been no change in f.
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the nucleus size drops from between 2 and 3, for HbSxl, to 1

for the cross-linked AS molecules. This has a substantial

effect on the activity coefficient ratio, G, as seen in Eq. 18.

This effect of a factor of 2–3 occurs in the exponent, and thus

has more impact than the small change in homogeneous

nucleus (range of 5–9 for HbSxl, and 4–7 for HbASxl). The

change in heterogeneous nucleus size causes the activity

coefficient ratio to change in a way that partially offsets the

direct changes in ln S in Eq. 20a. As a result, the change in

Fig. 4 between HbSxl and HbASxl, due to everything except

changes in f, is much less than would have naively expected

from the large change evidenced in Fig. 3. The changes

excluding alteration of f are those seen when the data of

Fig. 4 a are compared with the dashed line of Fig. 4 b.
From the results as seen in Fig. 4 when f is varied, het-

erogeneous nuclei are more than 4000 times less frequent in

HbASxl than seen in HbSxl. This large decrease in the

fraction of available sites for heterogeneous nucleation in a

cross-linked polymer provides the strongest evidence sup-

porting the Mirchev-Ferrone proposal for the origin of het-

erogeneous nucleation.

DISCUSSION

The presence of the cross-link affects solubility, homo-

geneous nucleation, and heterogeneous nucleation. It is

precisely this interrelationship that makes it necessary to

analyze the data in a detailed fashion so as to distinguish the

molecular origin of the various results. We first examine

heterogeneous nucleation, and then homogeneous nucle-

ation.

Heterogeneous nucleation

One reason that any heterogeneous nucleation is observed

may be that some hybrids have assumed a more energetically

costly reversed position. (Another reason, of course, could

be that there is more than one pathway.) The free energy

difference of;5 kcal (¼ D RT ln f), therefore, is interpreted

as the penalty for reversing a hybrid molecule. This cor-

responds well with the difference in hydrophobic energy of

;4 kcal/mol between removing a Val and Glu from solvent

(20). This would be the energetic cost, for example, of re-

versing a hybrid molecule on the surface of the polymer, so

as to put Val on the polymer exterior and place the Glu in the

hydrophobic pocket receptor pocket of an adjacent molecule

inside the polymer. This agreement is also quite good, given

the rough nature of the approximation of hydrophobic energy.

Homogeneous nucleation

Until recently, it was widely believed that only one b6 group
per molecule participated in contacts within the polymer (2).

If this were the case for nucleation, it would be hard to

understand the difference inmPC between HbSxl and HbASxl.

A model in which only one b6 group is involved in the in-

termolecular contacts would predict the only change would

be that of statistics, i.e., RT ln 2 ¼ 0.4 kcal/mol, far less than

the 1.6 kcal/mol observed.

It has recently been proposed that, for some monomers,

both b6 groups have interactions within the polymer (21).

Those monomers with additional contacts are denoted as

tetrads. If nucleation began with the tetrad, this would give

a qualitative explanation for the change in the contact energy

per molecule, mPC, on going from HbSxl to HbASxl. Since,

in the concentration range studied here, the homogeneous

nucleus sizes range between 4 and 7, we shall consider

a nucleus size of 5.5 for illustration. If nucleation were to

proceed through the tetrad geometry, two added contacts

could have been made in HbSxl, which would be absent in

the hybrid. Using the standard value of 4 kcal/mol for

changing between Val and Glu gives a prediction of 2 con-

tacts 3 4 kcal/mol contact/5.5 molecules in the nucleus ¼
1.5 kcal/mol. Using the 5 kcal/mol, as deduced in the

heterogeneous nucleation analysis, gives 1.8 kcal/mol for

the equivalent calculation. These bracket the measured 1.6

kcal/mol change in contact chemical potential (per monomer

basis). This then provides a quantitative support for the

notion that the tetrad geometry provides a detailed path for

nucleation.

As a final step in the consideration of homogeneous

nucleation, it is useful to ask why this large change due to the

tetrad is not apparent in overall stability DG. If the second b6
is customarily buried in a hydrophobic pocket, then re-

placing it with a Glu could entail as much as 4–5 kcal/mol as

a penalty. But this 4–5 kcal/mol is at two contacts, whereas

the energy deduced from solubility is mathematically

distributed across 14 molecules (since differences are not

distinguished). Thus, one expects a penalty of 4–5 kcal/mol

3 2/14. This gives a cost of 0.6–0.7 kcal/mol per average

molecule in the polymer. In addition, a statistical penalty

occurs of an additional 0.4 kcal/mol. This penalty is exacted

for all molecules not having the extra contact—that is, the

ones where only one contact matters. This adds 0.4 kcal/mol

TABLE 2 Analysis of heterogeneous nucleation energies

in kcal/mol

HbSxl HbASxl

RT ln f 5.0 6 0.5* 0.3 6 0.5*

4.7 6 1.4 �1.2 6 1.0

4.8 6 0.8 �0.7 6 0.9

mCCs1 0.17 6 0.01 0.17 6 0.01

0.17 6 0.01 0.17 6 0.01

0.16 6 0.07 �0.01 6 0.16

mCCs2 �6.5 6 1.0 �6.5 6 1.0

�6.7 6 1.1 �7.2 6 1.1

�6.5 6 1.0 �6.5 6 1.0

j* in range studied 2–3 1

*In the first row, only ln f is varied; in the second row, mCCs2 is also

varied; and in the third row, mCCs1 is varied but mCCs2 is held fixed.
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3 10/14 ¼ 0.29 kcal/mol. The result is 0.89–0.99, which is

not very close to the observed 1.0 kcal/mol observed differ-

ence in stability DG.

Significance and implications

The data presented here provide strong evidence that the

molecular contacts involved in heterogeneous nucleation are

also a subset of the same molecular contacts as seen in the

polymer interior. This provides a degree of simplicity in

understanding the thermodynamics that underlie this some-

what complex assembly process. In addition, it provides

a degree of closure to the concept of heterogeneous nu-

cleation, first proposed in 1979. As this and other work (19)

has shown, there will be more than one amino acid in contact

for the heterogeneous nucleus, and the additional partic-

ipants need to be identified, perhaps by model building and

searching the molecular surface, before the understanding of

heterogeneous nucleation can be considered complete. This,

however, is an important step in that direction.

At the same time, the results demonstrate that the interior

of the polymer is more complex than once thought, even

though the same amino acid partners are involved, and in

some cases the details will need to be incorporated into pres-

ent models for a more complete description. In both cases,

the connection between molecular and kinetic models has

been strengthened, and this can be expected to provide fur-

ther insights into the detailed process of polymerization and

the search for appropriate therapies for sickle cell disease.
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